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Answer FM questions.
l. Choose correct words, fill in the blanks and rewrite the followings.
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Logic in practice- r
Time Allowed: (3) Hours

(a) A premise is a statement which is used as a ----------- for the conclusion. ( argument, reason, result )

---------are hard" is ---------------.

(b) Logic is the study of
(c) "All diamonds

( doubting, thinking, reasoning )
( deduction, induction, observation )

(d) Perceptual knowledge is also known as --------------- knowledge. ( direct, indirect, intuitive )
(e) "The sun is shinning now", is known by

----------------.

with
(g) "Hence" is indicator of --------(h) " Because" is indicator of ----(f) "Validity is concerned

2. Write

,

( reasoning, condition, perception )

( reasoning, argument, conclusion )
( premise, conclusion, argument )
( premise, conclusion, argument )

short note anv two of the followings

(a) Logic, Reasoning and thinking

(b) Two kinds of knowledge
(c) Two kinds of Reasoning.

3. Classify the followings of propositions.
(a) This mango is sweet.

(b) U Kyaw is a scientist.
(c) It is not both true that A lives in Bagan and A lives in Bago.
(d)

All Logical exercises

4. Find out the logical
(a) "This rose is red

are not easy.

relation between the following pairs of propositions.

" and " This

rose is yellow."

(b)Aand(-AvB)

(c)(x :>-Y)and-(X.Y)
(d) "Some women are Selfish" and "Some women are not selfish"
P.T.O

5, Test the validity of the following arguments by Venn,s diagrams.
(a) M a P, S e N{, therefore S e P

(b) P a H, Y i P, therefore Y i H
(c) No R are S because
(d)

All M

All X are R and No S are X.

are P and Some

M are S. Therefore Some S are p.

6. Test the validity of the following by the rules of Mixed syllogism.

(a)P=-Q,P,.'.-Q
(b) -B because A and

(c)A

is

-( A . -B

)

eitheratextbookoraguidebook. A isnotaguidebook. ThereforeA

(d) (D a E)

= (H e L), (H e L), therefore (D a E).

7. Fully explain " The Utility of Deductive

Reasoning in Daiiy life".

(or)

" Fallacy of Ambiguity

and Fallacy of Circular Reasoning" Discuss"
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